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ABSTRACT: First: The geographical distribution of imports of corn oil in Egypt: The (free)
alternative: in which imported quantities of corn oil are left to be distributed in a free way to various
countries according to the least expensive and under the restriction of the capacity of those exporting
countries, in addition to the volume of Egyptian import capacity of corn oil from all countries and the
import capacity does not exceed the average. The annual amount of imports from it in the average
period (2014-2017). With regard to the free and private alternative to leaving the quantities of
imported corn oil distributed freely in different countries according to the lowest prices and according
to the exporting capacity of the countries, it was found that the quantities imported from corn oil were
distributed in two countries, Saudi Arabia and the United States of America, with an estimated rate of
68.81% and 31.19% on the sequence is out of the total imported quantities, and this alternative has
achieved an estimated cost of approximately 43721.35 thousand dollars, meaning that it saves about
4290.57 thousand dollars, which represents 8.94% of the current model. It is clear from the study that
the (free) alternative to distributing imports of corn oil is the best proposed alternative, because this
alternative has achieved an estimated cost of approximately 43721.35 thousand dollars, meaning that it
saves about 4290.57 thousand dollars, which represents about 8.94%. Second: The geographical
distribution of sunflower oil imports in Egypt. Alternative (European Union Countries Market): It
clarifies that the quantity of Egypt's imports of sunflower oil from all countries of the European Union
market is not less than the average amount that Egypt imported from each country during the study
period, so that it does not exceed the average of its export capacity and not more than average of the
total amount of Egypt's imports during the average period (2014-2017). It is clear from the study that
an alternative (European Union countries) to distribute sunflower oil imports is the best proposed
alternative, because this alternative has achieved an estimated cost of about 413076.06 thousand
dollars, meaning that it saves about 17191.86 thousand dollars, representing about 3.99%. The study
recommended the following proposals: Preparing sound model plans for the geographical redistribution
of Egyptian imports of agricultural crops in general and oil crops in particular in the form that is in
favor of the Egyptian balance of payments. Redistributing Egyptian imports of corn oil and sunflower
oil from other countries, commensurate with the export capacity of these countries, that could be
achieved by reducing the proceeds of imports under restrictions, and it is clear from the study that the
first (free) alternative to distributing imports of corn oil is the best alternative and the exporting power
of the exporting countries. This alternative achieved an estimated cost of approximately 43721.35
thousand dollars, it saves about 4290.57 thousand dollars, representing about 8.94%. It is clear from
the study that the fourth alternative (European Union countries) to distribute sunflower oil imports and
it is the best suggested alternative, because this alternative has achieved an estimated cost and that is,
it achieves savings of about $ 17191.86 thousand, representing about 3.99%.
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INTRODUCTION

Republic of Egypt. To achieve this, the study
aimed to shed light on the following aspects:

The demand for oil crops is a demand
derived from the demand for the importance of
the production of edible oil crops, which
constitute an important prevailing and essential
nutritional pattern for the Egyptian consumer.
As it is considered an important source of
capacity and contains 9 calories/gram, which is
twice as much as what carbohydrates and
proteins give. It also contains unsaturated fatty
acids and some essential fatty acids for the body
such as linoleic and linolink as well as
containing Fat-soluble vitamins like (K/E/D/A)
(Ibrahim, 2007).

1. Directing and organizing the use of available
agricultural resources and trying to achieve
the optimum use of these resources, that is,
this method is considered an aid to making
sound economic decisions at the micro and
macro levels.

In addition to the inappropriate use of oil
crops in other industries such as varnish, soap,
animal feed, etc., this study examined the
economic return of re-directing oil imports from
corn and sunflower oil during the average period
(2014-2017) in ARE.
Egyptian economic policies are currently
seeking to work to reduce Egyptian imports of
corn oil and sunflower oil in order to reduce the
burden on the balance of payments. Therefore,
this research will address the use of the linear
programming model as one of the analytical
methods in economic planning to reach the
distribution that achieves the best scenarios that
achieve the lowest possible value (Tolba, 2017).

Research Problem
Despite the nutritional and economic
importance of the crops in question, and
although Egypt occupies the forefront in the acre
productivity of these crops worldwide, the
continuous increase in population rates, which is
accompanied by an increase in the rates of food
consumption in general and edible oil crops in
particular in this respect, All these factors led to
a severe deficiency in the rates of selfsufficiency and the widening gap between both
production and local consumption of these
crops, which requires resorting to adopting an
import policy from abroad to fill this deficit,
which led to the occurrence of imbalances that
in turn affected the Egyptian agricultural trade
balance.

Research Objective
The main objective of this study includes the
foreign trade of some oil crops in the Arab

2. Planning the appropriate financing and
investment to achieve the highest possible
return from investments.
3. Overcoming transportation and distribution
problems by making an optimal plan with the
lowest possible cost and the highest possible
distribution efficiency.
4. Study the future expectations of production
capacity, the size of the food gap, and the rate
of self-sufficiency.

Research Method
The study relied to achieve its objectives on
the analytical method in terms of both
descriptive and quantitative terms, where some
directional models were used when studying the
evolution of the variables of the oils under
study, and the linear programming method was
used Linear Programming (LP), to determine the
optimal use of agricultural resources.

Data Sources
The study relied on the published and
unpublished secondary data for the economic
variables of the two oils studied during the
average period (2014-2017) in Egypt, issued by
the Central Agency for Public Mobilization and
Statistics and its Foreign Trade Database (FAO)
and the Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations

ESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Geographical Distribution of Imports
of Corn oil in Egypt
Corn is the first crop among the important
and strategic summer essential grains of
exporting economic importance, as its
widespread use as food for humans and animals
at the same time. However, the total production
is not sufficient for the consumption needs,
which led to an increase in imports.
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From all of the above it is clear that there is a
gap between the imported quantities of corn oil
and the export capacities of the most important
exporting countries, which indicates the
possibility of increasing our imports, especially
in countries with high export capacities and low
prices. This encourages us to take advantage of
these conditions by preparing a plan for the
geographical redistribution of these imports in a
manner that is in the interest of the Egyptian
balance of payments.
Based on the foregoing, the necessity of
working to redistribute Egyptian imports of corn
oil from exporting countries in a manner
commensurate with the export capacity of these
countries. To achieve this goal, alinear
programming method was used written in order
to reach the best distribution of Egyptian
imports of corn oil, which is achieved by
minimizing the proceeds of imports in light of
restrictions represented in the exporting energy
of the exporting countries.

The Current Distribution
It is the current distribution of imported
quantities of corn oil from different countries of
the world, each country according to the
quantity imported from and the price of
importing a ton of oil.

Restrictions
The first (free) alternative
Which the imported quantities of corn oil are
left free to be distributed in various countries
according to the least expensive and under the
restriction of the capacity of those exporting
countries, in addition to the Egyptian import
capacity of corn oil from all countries and the
capacity does not increase Imports for the
annual average amount of imports from it in the
average period (2014-2017).
The second alternative (the market of the
most stable countries)
It clarifies that the quantity of Egyptian
imports of corn oil from each country (from the
most stable countries) that are not less than the
average amount of Egypt's imports from each
country, so that it does not exceed the average of
its export capacities nor It exceeds the average
of the total amount of Egypt's imports during the
average period (2014-2017).
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The third alternative (the market for the
least expensive countries)
It clarifies that the quantity of Egyptian
imports of corn oil from each country (from the
least expensive countries) are the countries that
do not exceed the average price of Egypt's
imports from the countries during the study
period, so that it does not exceed the average of
its export capacities and not more than the
average of the total amount of Egypt's imports
during the average period (2014-2017).
The Fourth alternative (European Union
market)
It clarifies that the quantity of Egyptian
imports of sorghum oil from all countries of the
European Union market is not less than the
average amount that Egypt imported from each
country during the study period, so that it does
not exceed the average of its export capacities.
And it does not exceed the average of the total
amount of Egypt's imports during the average
period (2014-2017).
Target function
It targets the value of the proceeds of imports
of corn oil during the average period (20142017). To formulate this function, the average
price of tons of corn oil was used during the
study period, and the average quantity that can
be imported from different countries was used,
and thus it is possible to formulate the target
function as follows:
MinZ= 1087 X1 + 1497 X2 + 1162 X3 + 1128
X4 + 1198 X5 + 1322 X6 + 1400 X7 + 1311 X8 +
1315 X9 + 1000 X10 + 1510 X11 + 1530 X12
Xi expresses
The imported quantity of corn from different
countries as follows:
Group of countries: which includes the
United States of America (X1), Spain (X2),
Brazil (X3), Canada (X4), Argentina (X5),
Turkey (X6), China (X7), Ukraine (X8), France
(X9), Saudi Arabia (X10), UAE (X11) and
Greece (X12).
Alternative activities
It represents the countries that export
sorghum oil.
Import restrictions
Represented by the export capacities per ton
for the exporting countries, as well as the current
import quantities during the study period.
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This model has been given an import cost
that is reflected in Table 1 estimated at $
48011.92 thousand.
The results of the proposed alternatives,
which are shown in Table 1, indicate the
following:
As for the current model, the percentage of
imports from various countries amounted to
about 42561 tons, at a value of $ 48011.92
thousand, at an import price of $ 1288.8/ton
during the average period (2014-2017).
With regard to the first alternative for leaving
the quantities imported from corn oil to be
distributed freely to different countries
according to the lowest prices and according to
the exporting capacity of the countries, it was
found that the quantities imported from corn oil
were distributed among two countries, Saudi
Arabia and the United States of America, with
an estimated rate of 68.81% and 31.19% on the
sequence is from the total imported quantities,
as shown in Table 2 and this alternative has been
achieved import cost reflected in Table 6
estimated at $ 43721.35 thousand, meaning that
it achieves savings of about $ 4290.57 thousand,
representing 8.94% of the current model.
As for the second model
The most suitable geographical distribution
for corn oil imports for the most stable countries
during the average period (2014-2017).
It was found that the quantities imported
from corn oil were distributed to 6 different
countries, which are the United States of
America, Spain, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, France
and the United Arab Emirates, with rates
estimated at about 86.99%, 8.37%, 3.73%,
0.52%, 0.30%, 0.11%, respectively, of the total
quantities imported, as shown in Table 3 and the
model has achieved an import cost reflected in
Table 3 estimated at about $ 47703.88 thousand,
i.e. with a savings of about $ 308.04 thousand,
representing 0.64% of the current model.
As for the third model
The most suitable geographical distribution
for imports of corn oil according to the model
(the market for the least expensive countries)
during the average period (2014-2017).
The current model is redistributed, excluding
the countries in which the import price of tons

exceeds 1288.8 dollars/ton, which is the average
import price during the average study period.
With rates estimated at about 86.98%, 10.09%,
1%, 0.98%, and 0.95%, respectively, of the total
imported quantities, as shown in Table 4. This
model has achieved an import cost that is
reflected in Table 4 around 45999.59 thousand
dollars, i.e. with a savings of about 2012.33
thousand dollars, representing 4.19% of the
current model.
As for the fourth model
The fourth alternative for the most suitable
geographical distribution of corn oil imports
according to the model of European Union
countries in the average period (2014-2017).
It was found that the quantities imported
from corn oil were distributed to 5 different
countries, namely Spain, France, Greece, Saudi
Arabia and the United States of America, with
rates estimated at about 8.37%, 0.30%, 0.01%,
68.81% and 22.52%, of the total imported
quantities. It is shown in Table 5 that this
alternative has achieved an import cost that is
reflected in Table 5 Estimated at about 45213.35
thousand dollars, meaning that it saves about
2798.57 thousand dollars, representing 5.83% of
the current model.
From the above results, it is clear that the
first (free) alternative to distributing imports of
corn oil is the best proposed alternative, because
this alternative has achieved an import cost
reflected in Table 6 estimated at 43721.35
thousand dollars, meaning that it saves about
4290.57 thousand dollars, representing about
8.94%.
Second: The geographical distribution of
Egyptian imports of sunflower oil
The sunflower crop is considered one of the
major and important oil crops due to the high
percentage of oil in its seeds, and the quality of
its cultivation in new lands has also been
proven. Therefore, Egyptian economic policies
are currently seeking to work to reduce Egyptian
imports of sunflower oil in order to reduce the
burden on the balance of payments. Therefore,
the linear programming model will be used as an
analytical method in economic planning to reach
a distribution that achieves the best scenarios
that achieve the lowest possible value from
sunflower oil imports.
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Table 1. The current quantitative and average price distribution of Egyptian imports of corn oil
during the average period (2014-2017)
Imports from Export
capacity
exports
capacity (%) (Ton)

8.13
14.48
1.80
1.80
1.80
0.70
1.81
1.80
0.51
0.17
0.22
1.15
─

Average
The imported Variable
import price
quantity
(dollar/ton)
(Thousand
(%)
(%) (Ton)
dollar)

Country

Import value

455536 83.85 40257.12
24587 11.11 5333.71
23603 1.03 493.31
23113 0.98 468.58
22513 1.01 485.05
31632 0.61 291.50
8459
0.45 213.83
7470
0.37 176.14
24823 0.35 166.00
29287 0.10
50.00
21502 0.15
69.99
380
0.01
6.69
─
100 48011.92

1087.4
1497.82
1162.98
1128.02
1198.54
1322
1400.3
1311.53
1315.37
1000
1510.79
1530.77
1288.8

86.99
8.37
1.00
0.98
0.95
0.52
0.36
0.32
0.30
0.12
0.11
0.01
100

37022
3561
424.2
415.4
404.7
220.5
152.7
134.3
126.2
50
46.33
4.37
42561

X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
X9
X10
X11
X12

USA
Spain
Brazil
Canada
Argentina
Turkey
China
Ukraine
France
Saudi Arabia
UAE
Greece
Total

Source: Collected and calculated from:
1.Central Agency for Public Mobilization, Statistics, Foreign Trade Database and unpublished data.
2.(FAO) Food and Agriculture Organization website http://www.fao.org/faostat

Restrictions (for current import quantities) Alternative activities Restrictions (for export Capacities)
455536

>

X1

>

37022

24587

>

X2

>

3561

23603

>

X3

>

424.2

23113

>

X4

>

415.4

22513

>

X5

>

404.7

31632

>

X6

>

220.5

8459

>

X7

>

152.7

7470

>

X8

>

134.3

24823

>

X9

>

126.2

29287

>

X10

>

50

21502

>

X11

>

46.33

380

>

X12

>

4.37

12
∑ Xi
1

<

42561
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Table 2. The first model (free model) proposed for the optimal structure for Egypt's imports of
corn oil during the average period (2014-2017)
Value (Thousand dollar)

Price
(dollar/ton)

Total
(%)

The quantity proposed to
be imported (ton)

Country

29287.20

1000.00

68.81

29287.20

Saudi Arabia

14434.15

1087.40

31.19

13274.00

USA

100.00

42561.20

Total

43721.35

Source: Collected and calculated from:
1. Central Agency for Public Mobilization, Statistics, Foreign Trade Database and unpublished data.
2. (FAO) Food and Agriculture Organization website http://www.fao.org/faostat)

Table 3. The second model (the most stable countries) proposed for the optimal structure for
Egypt's imports of corn oil during the average period (2014-2017)
Value (Thousand dollar)

Price
(dollar/ton)

Total
(%)

The quantity proposed to
be imported (ton)

Country

40257.72

1087.40

86.99

37022.00

USA

5332.99

1497.82

8.37

3560.50

Spain

1585.67

1000.00

3.73

1585.67

Saudi Arabia

291.50

1322.00

0.52

220.50

Turkey

166.00

1315.37

0.30

126.20

France

69.99

1510.79

0.11

46.33

UAE

─

100.00

42561.20

Total

47703.88

Source: Collected and calculated from:
1. Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics, Foreign Trade Database and unpublished data.
2. (FAO) Food and Agriculture Organization website http://www.fao.org/faostat

Table 4. The third model (the market for the lowest-priced countries) is proposed for the optimal
structure for Egypt's imports of corn oil during the average period (2014-2017)
Value (Thousand dollar)

Price
(dollar/ton)

Total
(%)

The quantity proposed
to be imported (Ton)

Country

40257.72

1087.40

86.98

37022.00

USA

4294.87

1000.00

10.09

4294.87

Saudi Arabia

493.38

1162.98

1.00

424.24

Brazil

468.61

1128.02

0.98

415.43

Canada

485.00

1198.54

0.95

404.66

Argentina

─

100.00

42561.20

Total

45999.59

Source: Collected and calculated from:
1. Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics, Foreign Trade Database and unpublished data.
2. (FAO) Food and Agriculture Organization website http://www.fao.org/faostat
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Table 5. The fourth model (European Union countries) proposed for the optimal structure for
Egypt's imports of corn oil during the average period (2014-2017)
Value (Thousand dollar)

Price
(dollar/ton)

Total The quantity proposed
(%) to be imported (Ton)

Country

5332.99

1497.82

8.37

3560.50

Spain

166.00

1315.37

0.30

126.20

France

6.67

1530.77

0.01

4.36

Greece

8.67

3691.06

The total group of
European Union
countries

5505.66
29287.20

1000.00

68.81

29287.20

Saudi Arabia

10420.49

1087.40

22.52

9582.94

USA

45213.35

─

100.00

42561.20

Total

Source: Collected and calculated from:
1. Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics, Foreign Trade Database and unpublished data.
2. (FAO) Food and Agriculture Organization website http://www.fao.org/faostat

Table 6. The cost of Egyptian imports of corn oil in the current situation and under various different
alternatives
Thousand dollars

Cost of imports
(thousand dollars)

_

48011.92

The current model

8.94

4290.57

43721.35

The first alternative

0.64

308.04

47703.88

The second alternative

4.19

2012.33

45999.59

The third alternative

5.83

2798.57

45213.35

The fourth alternative

Savings (realized return for the status)
(%)
_

The current model and
proposed alternatives

Source: Calculated from tables data numbers (1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) in the study.

The group of different countries for the
current distribution
They are the different countries for the
current distribution of sunflower oil imports,
which includes 11 countries, namely Russian
Federation, Ukraine, Argentina, Bulgaria,
Turkey, France, United Arab Emirates, Belgium,
Netherlands, Germany and the United States of
America. Russian Federation is one of the most
countries that export sunflower oil to Egypt.
From all of the above it is clear that there is a
gap between the imported quantities of sunflower
oil and export capacities for the most important
exporting countries, which indicates the

possibility of increasing our imports, especially
in countries with high export capacities and low
prices. This encourages us to take advantage of
these conditions by preparing a plan for the
geographical redistribution of these imports in a
manner that is in the interest of the Egyptian
balance of payments.
Based on the foregoing, the necessity of
working to redistribute Egyptian imports of
sunflower oil from exporting countries in a
manner commensurate with the export capacity
of those countries. To achieve this goal, a linear
programming method was used to arrive at the
best distribution of Egyptian imports of
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sunflower oil, which is achieved by minimizing
the proceeds of imports in light of constraints
represented in the exporting energy of the
exporting countries. The current distribution as
shown below:
The current distribution
It is the current distribution of the imported
quantities from sunflower oil from different
countries of the world, each country according
to the quantity imported from it and the price of
importing a ton of it.

Restrictions
The first alternative (free)
Which the imported quantities of sunflower
oil are left freely distributed to various countries
according to the least expensive ones and under
the restriction of the capacity of those exporting
countries, in addition to the volume of Egyptian
import capacity from sunflower oil from all
countries and the capacity does not increase
imports for the annual average amount of imports
from it in the average period (2014-2017).
The second alternative (the market of the
most stable countries)
Explains that the quantity of Egypt’s
sunflower oil imports from each country (from
the most stable countries) that is not less than
the average amount of Egypt’s imports from
each country, so that it does not exceed the
average of its exporting capacities nor It exceeds
the average of the total amount of Egypt's
imports during the average period (2014-2017).
The third alternative (the market for the
least expensive countries)
It clarifies that the amount of Egypt’s sunflower
oil imports from each country (from the least
expensive countries) which are the countries that
do not exceed the average price of Egypt’s
imports from the countries during the study
period, so that it does not exceed the average of
its export capacities and not more than the
average of the total amount of Egypt's imports
during the average period (2014-2017).
The Fourth Alternative (European Union
Market)
It clarifies that the amount of Egypt's
sunflower oil imports from all countries of the
European Union market is not less than the
average amount that Egypt imported from each

country during the study period, so that it does
not exceed the average of its exporting energies.
And it does not exceed the average of the total
amount of Egypt's imports during the average
period (2014-2017).
Target function
It targets the value of the proceeds of imports
of sunflower oil during the average period
(2014-2017). In order to formulate this function,
the average price of tons of sunflower oil was
used during the study period, and the average
quantity that can be imported from different
countries was used. Formulate the target
function as follows:
MinZ = 802 X1 + 863 X2 + 897 X3 + 940 X4 +
1319 X5 + 1114 X6 + 1364 X7 + 1378 X8 + 1091
X9 + 1372 X10 + 1297 X11
Alternative activities
The countries exporting sunflower oil.
Import restrictions
Represented by the export capacities per ton
for the exporting countries, as well as the current
import quantities during the study period.
This model has been given an import cost
that is reflected in Table 7 estimated at
$ 430267.92 thousand.
The results of the proposed alternatives and
shown in Table 7 indicate the following:
As for the current model
The percentage of imports from various
countries reached 514952 tons, at a value of
430267.92 thousand dollars, and at an import
price of 1131 dollars/ton during the average
period (2014-2017).
With regard to the first alternative for leaving
the imported quantities of sunflower oil
distributed free to different countries according
to the lowest price and according to the
exporting capacity of the countries, it was found
that the imported quantities of sunflower oil
were distributed to one country, Russian
Federation, at an estimated rate of 100%, and
that of the total imported quantities, as shown in
Table 8, this alternative has achieved an import
cost reflected in Table 12. Estimated at about
$ 412991.50 thousand, meaning that it saves
about $ 17276.42 thousand, representing 4.02%
of the current model.
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Restrictions (for export alternative activities
capacities)

Restrictions (for current import
quantities)

1717548

>

X1

>

270106

4419648

>

X2

>

192984

511834

>

X3

>

45991

272406

>

X4

>

4935

552954

>

X5

>

647

386842

>

X6

>

142

22155

>

X7

>

52

121997

>

X8

>

41

465058

>

X9

>

26

144328

>

X10

>

16

35275

>

X11

>

12

11
∑ Xi
1

514952

<

Table 7. The current, quantitative and average price distribution of Egyptian imports of sunflower
oil during the average period (2014-2017)
Imports from Export
exports
capacity
capacity (%) (Ton)

Import value

15.73
4.37

Average
The imported Cod
Country
quantity
import price
e
(Thousand (dollar/ton)
(%) (Ton)
(%)
dollar)
1717548 50.35 216625.01
802
52.45 270106 X1 Russian Federation
4419648 38.71 166545.19
863
37.48 192984 X2
Ukraine

8.99

511834

9.59

41253.93

897

8.93

45991

X3

Argentina

1.81

272406

1.08

4638.90

940

0.96

4935

X4

Bulgaria

0.12

552954

0.20

853.39

1319

0.13

647

X5

Turkey

0.04

386842

0.04

158.19

1114

0.03

142

X6

France

0.24

22155

0.02

70.93

1364

0.01

52

X7

UAE

0.03

121997

0.01

56.50

1378

0.01

41

X8

Belgium

0.01

465058

0.01

28.37

1091

0.01

26

X9

Netherland

0.01

144328

0.01

21.95

1372

0.00

16

X10

Germany

0.03

35275

0.00

15.56

1297

0.00

12

X11

USA

─

100

430267.92

1131

100 514952

─

Source: Collected and calculated from:
1. Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics, Foreign Trade Database and unpublished data.
2. (FAO) Food and Agriculture Organization website http://www.fao.org/faostat

total
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Table 8. The first model (free model) proposed for the optimal structure for Egypt's imports of
sunflower oil during the average period (2014-2017)
Value (thousand dollar)

Price
(dollar/ton)

Total
(%)

Quantity
(Ton)

Country

412991.50

802

100

514952

Russian federation

412991.50

─

100

514952

total

Source: Collected and calculated from:
1. Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics, Foreign Trade Database and unpublished data.
2. (FAO) Food and Agriculture Organization website http://www.fao.org/faostat

As for the second model: the most suitable
geographical distribution of sunflower oil
imports for the most stable countries during the
average period (2014-2017)
It was found that the quantities imported
from sunflower oil were distributed to 6
different countries, which are Russian
Federation, Ukraine, Argentina, Bulgaria, Turkey
and France, with rates estimated at about
52.48%, 37.48%, 8.93%, 0.96%, 0.13% and
0.03%, respectively, from the total imported
quantities as shown in Table 9, the model has
achieved an import cost that is reflected in Table
12. Estimated at $ 430192.51 thousand, i.e. with
a savings of about $ 75.41 thousand,
representing 0.02% of the current model.
For the third model: the most suitable
geographic distribution of sunflower oil imports
according to the model (the market for the
lowest countries) during the average period
(2014-2017)
In it, the current model is redistributed,
excluding the countries in which the import
price per ton exceeds 1131 dollars/ton, which is
the average import price during the average
study period. It was found that the quantities
imported from sunflower oil were distributed to
6 different countries, which are Russian
Federation, Ukraine, Argentina, Bulgaria, France
and the Netherlands. With rates estimated at
about 52.60%, 37.48%, 8.93%, 0.96%, 0.03%

and 0.01%, respectively, of the total imported
quantities, as shown in Table 10, this model has
achieved an import cost that reflects it Table 12
About 429865.52 thousand dollars, i.e. with a
savings of about 402.4 thousand dollars,
representing 0.09% of the current model.
The fourth alternative regarding the
geographical distribution of sunflower oil
imports according to the model of European
Union countries in the average period (20142017).
It was found that the quantities imported
from sunflower oil were distributed to 5
different countries, which are France, Belgium,
the Netherlands, Germany and Russian
Federation, with rates estimated at about 0.03%,
0.01%, 0.01%, 0.00% and 99.96%, of the total
imported quantities. As shown in Table 11, this
alternative has achieved an import cost that is
reflected in Table 12 Estimated at $ 413076.06
thousand, meaning that it saves about $
17191.86 thousand, representing 3.99% of the
current model.
From the foregoing it is clear that the fourth
alternative (European Union countries) to
distribute sunflower oil imports is the best
proposed alternative, because this alternative has
achieved an import cost reflected in Table 12
estimated at 413076.06 thousand dollars,
meaning that it saves about 17191.86 thousand
dollars, representing about 3.99%.
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Table 9. The second model (the most stable countries) proposed for the optimal structure for
Egypt's imports of sunflower oil during the average period (2014-2017)
Value (Thousand dollar)

Price
(dollar/ton)

Total
(%)

Quantity
(ton)

Country

216742.91

802

52.48

270253

Russian Federation

166545.19

863

37.48

192984

Ukraine

41253.93

897

8.93

45991

Argentina

4638.90

940

0.96

4935

Bulgaria

853.39

1319

0.13

647

Turkey

158.19

1114

0.03

142

France

─

100.00

514952

total

430192.51
Source: Collected and calculated from:

1. Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics, Foreign Trade Database and unpublished data.
2. (FAO) Food and Agriculture Organization website http://www.fao.org/faostat

Table 10. The third model (the market for the lowest-priced countries) is proposed for the optimal
structure for Egypt's imports of sunflower oil during the average period (2014-2017)
Value (thousand dollar)

Price
(dollar/ton)

Total
(%)

Quantity
(ton)

Country

217240.95

802

52.60

270874

Russian Federation

166545.19

863

37.48

192984

Ukraine

41253.93

897

8.93

45991

Argentina

4638.90

940

0.96

4935

Bulgaria

158.19

1114

0.03

142

France

28.37

1091

0.01

26

Netherland

100.00

514952

Total

429865.52
Source: Collected and calculated from:

1. Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics, Foreign Trade Database and unpublished data.
2. (FAO) Food and Agriculture Organization website http://www.fao.org/faostat
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Table 11. The fourth model (European Union countries) proposed for the optimal structure for
Egypt's imports of sunflower oil during the average period (2014-2017)
Value (thousand dollar)

Price
Total
(dollar/ton) (%)

Quantity
(ton)

Country

158.19

1114

0.03

142

France

56.50

1378

0.01

41

Belgium

28.37

1091

0.01

26

Netherland

21.95

1372

0.00

16

Germany

265.00

─

0.04

225

The total of the European Union

412811.05

802

99.96

514727

Russian Federation

413076.06

─

100.00

514952

Total

Source: Collected and calculated from:
1. Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics, Foreign Trade Database and unpublished data.
2. (FAO) Food and Agriculture Organization website http://www.fao.org/faostat

Table 12. The cost of Egypt's imports of sunflower oil in the current situation and under
various different alternatives
Savings (Return on the status)
Thousand dollar

Cost of imports
(thousand dollar)

_

430267.92

The current model

4.02

17276.42

412991.50

The first alternative

0.02

75.41

430192.51

The second alternative

0.09

402.4

429865.52

The third alternative

3.99

17191.86

413076.06

The fourth alternative

(%)
_

The current model and
proposed alternatives

Source: Calculated from the tables data numbers (7, 8, 9, 10, 11) in the study
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pgR qr noTU دوار اZ[ وزPQRSTUرة اYU اZ[` واردات زQabc دةSde ديSghij اklSmUا
وىk qxQsUى اbu{ - نSoQu{ kQ|oU اkvd ديS}R - kosR tQusU اkvd w[kxi `vه
eVc - U]`aS\ اbcUd - \OراRS آ^]\ ا- NOراRSد اUVWXY اZ[X
\hXUi^S NhjUjYر اkhVaS اUhlmnoS phS وذNhOراRSع اUhitS اNhu \]v]gاeWjY اw]xUyaS اZ| أهc \]W}RS اw]xUyaS اefWbg
Nhu Uًh}م أkWh[g و،نnهkhS اNhu \hf اSت اUh`]cUW]S| اhc eh]oS رkVcن وnهkS]| واgوefSU kag Nlu نU[m اUldUWy} NWSا
h^O h^iS| اhc UًtWc Uًf^ Ul]^O ^iS أن اNu \]a اهw]xUyaS ه اg و،\n^iaS\ اcUlSا ]\ اS\ اabY| اc e]oSا
تnh}RSج اUhWmت إUh]aدة آU}} زe |O Uc أ،Ul \] اSة اnvS اk[S \vW`aSت اU]aoSدة اU}| زc ku ،\] اS]\ اgUf`Sت اn}RSا
phhSم ذRhh^} و،NhhtuY اhhjnWS اnhh وهw]hhxUyaS اhh| هhhc \hhOروRaSت اUUhh[aSدة اUhh} زhh}e |hhO  أو،NhhjأeS اhhjnWS اnhhوه
\hXUiS اhc hjU`W} Uha رةkhVaSول اkhS| اhc \]cUhSرة اhS اh}| زhc \}ehVaSاردات اnhSز} اng دةUO إN^O wabSورة اe
ارداتnhS h}زng whu أNhS إwhxnW^S \h]iS\ اhvcefSب اn^hjام أkWhj اZhg khtu فkhlS] ها اtyWS و.ولkS اp^WS \}e}kVWSا
\}e}khVWS\ اhXUiS اNhu whaWg دnh]X wh¡ Nhu ارداتnhS]^\ اhV \]mkg }e |O tyW} يS وا،\]cUSرة اS| ز} اc eVc
nh هUhaاه| آehS اh}زnWSا اhlS \h^Wc w اkh whaOاه| وehS اhn^S ذجnham whaO Zhg دnh]tS اph^g wh¡ Nu و، رةkVaSول اk^S
تUhh]aoSك اehhWg ¥hh]u و:(ehhyS )اw}khhfS ا:ehhVc Nhhu \]cUhhSرة اhhS اhh}اردات زnhhS NhhuاevS اhh}زnWS ا:Y
ً  أو:Nhh^} Uhha]u £hhnc
ولkhS اph^g \hXU kh]X wh¡ Nhuًا وebhj Uhl^Xول [ أkS^¦ اWc N^O ةe \t}ei زعnWg \]cUSرة اS| ز} اc ردةnW[aSا
\hhXUiS اkhh}Rg Yول وkhhS اhh]ad |hhc \]cUhhSرة اhhS اhh}| زhhc \}ehhVaSاد}\ اe]WhhjY\ اhhXUiS اZhhv NhhS\ إuUhhU ،\}e}khhVWSا
صUhS واehyS اw}khf^S \fh[`SU ،(2017-2014) ةehWS§ اhjnWc Nhu ¥h`c ارداتnhS\ اh]aoS يn`h[S§ اjnWaS| اO \}ادe]WjYا
\}e}khVWS\ اhXUi^S Uًhtuًا ووebhj Ul^Xول [ أkS^¦ اWc N^O ةe زعnWg \]cUSرة اS| ز} اc ردةnW[aSت اU]aoSك اeW
\h]o}ecYة اkhyWaSت اUh}YnSد}\ واnbh[S اUa]| هWS دوN^O Oزng \]cUSرة اS| ز} اc ردةnW[aSت اU]aoS أن اkd و،ولk^S
w}khfSا اh هht khtS و،ردةnWh[aSت اUh]aoS اNSUhad| إc pS وذSاnWS^ اO %31.19  و%68.81 NSاny رktg \f[` pSوذ
|hO %8.94 whag رY¦ دوS أ4290.57 NSاn رkX eu وty}  أي،رY¦ دوS أ43721.35 NSاny رktg \}ادe]Wj^\ اog
 ن،\heWtaS اw اkfS اwu أn]\ هcUSرة اSز} واردات ز} اnWS (eyS )اw}kfS\ أن اjراkS| اc £W} و،|اهeSذج اna`Sا
رY¦ دوhS ا4290.57 NSاnh رkhX ehu وhty}  أي،رY¦ دوhS ا43721.35 NSاnhy رkhtg \}ادe]Whj^\ اog t w}kfSها ا
:(Nhد اوروUygYق دول اnj) w}k ،eVc Nu ªaSاردات ز} دوار اnS NuاevSز} اnWS ا:Uً]mU© ،%8.94 NSاn wag
\h]aoS§ اhjnWc |hO wtg Y ¬]y NوروYد اUygYق اnj  دولw| آc ªaS| ز} دوار اc eVc ]\ وارداتa أن آ£n}
§hjnWc |hO kh}Rg Y}\ وe}kVWS اUlgUXU §jnWc |O k}Rg Y ¬]y ،\jراkSة اeWu \ لS دوw| آc eVc UlgردnWj اNWSا
(NhhوروYد اUhygY )دول اw}kh \ أنhjراkS| اhhc £hW} و،(2017-2014) ةehWS§ اhjnWc لhh ehVc \ وارداتh]a\ آh^ad
NSاnhhy رkhhtg \}ادe]Whhj\ اhh^og hht w}khhfSا اhh ن ه،\hheWtaS اw اkhhfS اwhhu أnhh هªahhS دوار اhh} واردات زhh}زnWS
\hjراkS اhx أوkhtS و.%3.99 NSاn wag رY¦ دوS ا17191.86 NSاn رkX eu وty}  أي،رY¦ دوS ا413076.06
\ً cUO \]OراRS اw]xUyaS| اc \}eVaSاردات اn^S NuاevSز} اnWSدة اUO \a]^j \]dذnam §i ادkO إ:\]SUWSت اUeWtaSU
رةS| ز} اc \}eVaSاردات اnSز} اng دةUO وإ.\}eVaSت اUOnukaSان اR]c £SUx Nu نno} يS اwoSU \ً xU \]W}RSوا
\h]mkg }e |O tyW} يSول واkS اp^WS \}e}kVWS\ اXUiS اc jU`W} Ua رةkVaSول اkS| اc ªaS]\ وز} دوار اcUSا
hاeS اw}khfS\ أن اhjراkSل اh |hc £hW} و.رةkhVaSول اkh^S \}e}khVWS\ اhXUiS اNhu waWg دn]X w¡ Nu ارداتnS]^\ اV
\hh^og hht w}khhfSا اhh ن ه،\hheWtaS اw اkhhfS اwhhu أnhh هªahhS دوار اhh} واردات زhh}زnWS (NhhوروYد اUhhygY)دول ا
NSاnhhh whhhag رY¦ دوhhS ا17191.86 NSاnhhh رkhhhX ehhu وhhhty}  أي،رY¦ دوhhhS ا413076.06 NSاnhhy رkhhhtg \}ادe]Whhjا
.%3.99

.¯}ebS\ اbcUd – \]®]fS]\ اOراRSم اn^bS – آ^]\ اNOراRSد اUVWXYذ اUWjأ
.}زUXRS\ اbcUd – \OراRSغ – آ^]\ اeWaS اNOراRSد اUVWXYذ اUWjأ
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